Introduction

Here is a blockchain startup, with its own cryptocurrency that you need to keep an eye on in 2019. Matrexcoin is a zero commission cryptocurrency futures exchange with a decentralized account without fees. It is the first cryptocurrency to support Renewable Energy and also the first to have an online building platform for Renewable Energy products.

This new marketplace aims to improve the existing options available to users by offering more efficiency on searches, 0 percent commission, lower network better flexibility by using blockchain smart fees, and This platform will allow products companies and users to quickly transact secure payments using MAC without global barriers.
Whitepaper Disclaimer

This document is a technical whitepaper setting out the current and future developments of Matrexcoin. This white paper is for information purposes only and is not a statement of future intent. Unless expressly specified otherwise, the products and innovations set out in this whitepaper are currently under development and are not currently in deployment.

Matrexcoin makes no warranties or representations as to the successful development or implementation of such technologies and innovations or the achievement of any other activities noted in this whitepaper and disclaims any warranties implied by law or otherwise to the extent permitted by law.
No person is entitled to rely on the contents of this whitepaper or any inferences drawn from it, including in relation to any interactions with matrexcoin or the technologies mentioned in this whitepaper. MAC disclaims all liability for any loss or damage of whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not) that may arise from any person acting on any information or opinions relating to matrexcoin, platform, exchange, or ecosystem contained in this whitepaper, or any information that is made available in connection with any further inquiries, notwithstanding any negligence, default, or lack of care.

Matrexcoin does not have an obligation to amend, modify, or update this whitepaper or to otherwise notify a reader or recipient thereof in the event that any matter stated herein or any opinion, projection, forecast, or estimate set forth herein changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.
Each recipient is to rely solely on its own knowledge, investigation, judgment, and assessment of the matters that are the subject of this whitepaper and any information made available in connection with any further inquiries and to satisfy itself as to the accuracy and completeness of such matters.
Global Trends in Renewable Energy

Investment 2019

Renewable Energy will create new jobs and commercial opportunities. It will slash the air pollution that claims millions of lives each year. The annual Global Trends in Renewable Energy Investment report supports that transformation by demonstrating the progress and potential of this dynamic and fast growing sector.

Renewable energy is a growing investment. The value of investments have increased between 2004 and 2015 by 2.3 billion dollars.
Benefits of renewable energy

Create jobs

Renewable energy tends to be more labor-intensive than fossil fuel sources of energy, thus creating more jobs. According to the Union of Concerned Scientists, thousands of people already work for companies connected with renewable energy. This includes people who work for utility companies as well as those who work for companies that produce parts for utilities, like wind turbines or solar panels. The Union of Concerned Scientists conducted an analysis in 2009 centered on an ideal of 25 percent of our energy coming from renewable sources by 2020. A staggering 202,000 new jobs would be needed to support this infrastructure by that time. How is this not a great idea?

Reduced greenhouse gas emissions

A wealth of alternative energy sources, from wind and solar energy to hydroelectricity and biomass fuel offer a way to power homes, vehicles or businesses without using fossil fuels. That means renewable energy sources can help reduce the amount of greenhouse gas emissions we put into the air. Wind power and solar power are fairly self-explanatory; they use the power of the wind or the sun to generate electricity. This electricity is generally stored in batteries and can be distributed like traditional utility electricity.
Diversify our energy supply

“Reducing our dependence on foreign oil” is a phrase used by many political candidates on both sides of the fence. Ironically, some of these same politicians don’t see how beneficial renewable energy is in terms of diversifying our supply to reduce our dependence on oil companies. Hydropower, for example, is a great source of domestically-produced power that generates power directly to the grid. The same can be said for solar, wind and geothermal energy sources.

In fact, according to National Geographic, geothermal energy from “underground reservoirs of steam and hot water can be tapped to generate electricity or to heat and cool buildings directly,” which means geothermal energy can be accessed all year long, making it both renewable and reliable.

Improve public health

This one almost goes without saying. If we use renewable energy more often, then we’ll all reap the health benefits. A study from the Clean Energy and Climate Change Office of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency found that Americans spend an estimated $361.7 to $886.5 billion each year on our health for conditions related to the use of fossil fuels. Such conditions include cancer, neurological problems, heart disease and more.

One renewable resource to consider is biomass. Biomass uses agricultural or restaurant waste — vegetable oil is a great source of biomass energy — as well as corn and soybeans to power vehicles that would otherwise run on fossil fuels. Biomass helps eliminate fossil fuel emissions while cutting down on the waste going to landfills.
With climate change, extreme weather has become a fact of life. It’s hotter in the summer and colder in the winter in many parts of the United States. In reaction, we tend to crank up the heat in the cold months and use air conditioning to keep the temperature way down in the summer. This behavior leads to the necessity of brownouts or rolling blackouts in some areas, leaving houses without much-needed electricity. Solar energy is a renewable energy source that you can install right on, or beside, your house. When it’s attached to the grid, any power you don’t use goes to the utility company, and they may end up having to pay you for power instead of the other way around. But one of the coolest things about having your own renewable source of energy is that you’re independent of neighbors or the utility company. This means everyone else could be experiencing a brownout in the summertime while you’re using the power of the sun to keep cool.

Save money

Once the initial cost of construction and setup of a renewable power source is covered, it can quite quickly begin to pay for itself. Some sources allow you to save money quicker than others. Solar, for example, requires a large investment up front, so the payoff is delayed when compared to other sources. However, proper storage decisions, such as the amount and quality of batteries used, can help reduce costs on a grand scale.

It’s high time we look at some of the benefits of renewable energy for what they are: ways to help us all live better, healthier lives. If we can save a little money and enjoy some independence in the process, that’s even better.
## Summary of the Offering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offering</th>
<th>ICO will be strictly limited just one ROUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAC price</td>
<td>1 MAC = $0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Purchase is</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepted currency</td>
<td>ETH, BTC; Dash, Doge, XRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Cap</td>
<td>$4.8 Million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Cap</td>
<td>$9.6 Million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td>April, 2018 (12 PM UTC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>May, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Referral Program

Earn up to 8% commission from each contribution of your referee and 5 MAC from each successful registration via your referral link.
General description

NAME : MATREXCOIN
Contract: 0xc3e2de0b661cf58f66bde8e896905399ded58af5
Decimals : 0
Type: ERC20
Symbol : MAC
Total Supply : 90000000

etherscan.io
https://etherscan.io/token/0xc3e2de0b661cf58f66bde8e896905399ded58af5

ethplorer.io
https://ethplorer.io/address/0xc3e2de0b661cf58f66bde8e896905399ded58af5

blockscout.com
https://blockscout.com/eth/mainnet/tokens/0xc3e2de0b661cf58f66bde8e896905399ded58af5/token_transfers

rebellious
https://www.rebellious.io/explorer/address/0xc3e2de0b661cf58f66bde8e896905399ded58af5
Matrex Exchange is a commission-free, trustless futures exchange for trading digital currency prices.

When you remove the constraints of transaction fees you get highly liquid markets because traders engage in high volume, single tick trading strategies that are not viable on other exchanges due to commissions. Liquidity is further enhanced by the presence of automated market makers, funded with 15% of the total supply of MAC, that are programmed to break even whilst keeping spreads tight at all times, even in volatile market conditions.

In this platform For Currency Exchanges, there are no transaction fees going forward. Traders can buy & sell at any time under any circumstances and pay 0% commission on all trades forever.
Benefits and Features

1. Complete Privacy
2. Zero Trading Fees
3. One Click Ladder Trading Interface
4. Decentralized Account Balances
5. Volatility: Provides diversification to better manage volatility
6. Decentralized smart by Blockchain

Fast: Developed on Ethereum blockchain allows for instant transfers

Martexcoin The Solution
The martexcoin platform will aim to significantly improve the user experience within the peer-to-peer cryptocurrencies and renewable energy products market financial ecosystem empowering businesses, traders and consumers with a fast and easy payment solution integrated with a secure decentralized exchange powered by artificial intelligence by implementing the following technological advancements:

- users could use smart contract of blockchain in one wallet to market. Thanks to this innovative technology it will be possible to reduce transaction fees and complexity for business and increase access and usability for people.

convenient approach and the community loved it.
Debit card

Matrexcoin is working to provide debit cards that will be accepted worldwide, and will allow customers to pay with cryptocurrency through traditional plastic debit cards. The account holders will be empowered to select from multiple cryptocurrencies for use as tender. Matrexcoin debit cards will be accepted at all point of sale terminals.

For the first time, cryptocurrency will be able to be used as tender for everyday purchases. Furthermore Matrexcoin also plans to provide transaction services for partner MAC,
We will include MAC coin to on market exchanges, After the sale of MAC token **Q1**

recommendations of services and service providers as well as recommendations of partner’s products and services (Renewable energy) **Q2**

MAC Protocol open for developers **Q3**

New features, products and services With a product released, the focus will shift to ramping up our marketing process, incentivised recruitment and further third party integrations and partnerships.. **Q4**

Launch of platform matrex exchange . **Q5**
Exchange listed

Latoken exchange
active trading pairs: MAC/BTC, MAC/ETH, MAC/USDT

https://latoken.com/exchange/BTC-MAC
https://latoken.com/exchange/ETH-MAC
https://latoken.com/exchange/USDT-MAC

crex24 exchange
Markets listed

Coinmarketdaddy market link: https://coinmarketdaddy.com/currencies/matrexcoin
Coincost market link: http://coincost.net/fr/currency/matrexcoin
Advfn market link: https://www.advfn.com/crypto/Matrexcoin-MAC
Coingecko market link: https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/matrexcoin
Coinlore market link: https://www.coinlore.com/coin/matrexcoin
Worldcoinindex market link: https://www.worldcoinindex.com/coin/matrexcoin
Market.virtacoin market link: http://market.virtacoin.plus/currency/matrexcoin
Coinpaprika market link: https://coinpaprika.com/coin/mac-matrexcoin
Coindalin market link: https://www.coindalin.com/market/matrexcoin/4648
Portaldobitcoin market link: https://portaldobitcoin.com/cotacao/matrexcoin/
Owl-coin market link: https://www.owl-coin.com/coins/matrexcoin
Niubiquan market link: http://www.niubiquan.com/coin/matrexcoin-mac/
Neironix market link: https://neironix.io/cryptocurrency/matrexcoin
Mihanblockchain market link: https://mihanblockchain.com/cryptocurrency-prices/matrexcoin/
Coincodex market link: https://coincodex.com/crypto/matrexcoin/
Journalducoin market link: https://journalducoin.com/currencies/MAC/matrexcoin/
https://icoholder.com/en/matrexcoin-27760
For more info please:

website  www.matrexcoin.com

Twitter: https://twitter.com/matrexcoin

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/matrexcoin

reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/matrexcoin

bitcointalk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?top...

Telegram: http://t.me/matrexcoin